Erythromycin- and Chloramphenicol-Induced Ribosomal Assembly
Defects Are Secondary Effects of Protein Synthesis Inhibition
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Several protein synthesis inhibitors are known to inhibit ribosomal assembly. This may be a consequence of direct binding of the antibiotic to ribosome precursor particles, or it could result indirectly from loss of coordination in the production of ribosomal components due to the inhibition of protein synthesis. Here we demonstrate that erythromycin and chloramphenicol, inhibitors of the large ribosomal subunit, affect the assembly of both the large and small subunits. Expression of a small erythromycin resistance peptide acting in cis on mature ribosomes relieves the erythromycin-mediated assembly defect for both subunits. Erythromycin treatment of bacteria expressing a mixture of erythromycin-sensitive and -resistant ribosomes produced comparable effects on subunit assembly. These results argue in favor of the view that erythromycin and chloramphenicol affect the assembly of the large ribosomal subunit indirectly.

To investigate the mechanism by which ribosome assembly is inhibited, we chose two inhibitors of the 50S subunit, erythromycin and chloramphenicol, and carried out experiments designed to differentiate between the two alternative hypotheses: (i) direct inhibition due to the binding of antibiotics to the precursor particles and (ii) indirect inhibition, when an imbalance in the production of components disturbs ribosome assembly. Our results appear to be more compatible with the latter model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains. Strain MG1655 (6) was used in all experiments involving Escherichia coli. Clinical Staphylococcus aureus strains carrying mutations in chromosome copies of rRNA operons (43) were generously provided by Roland Leclercq. The strains were UCN14 (carrying an A2058T mutation in four out of five rrl alleles), UCN17 (with A2058G in four out of six rrl alleles), and UCN18 (with A2059G in three out of five rrl alleles). The MIC for erythromycin in all three strains was 512 to 1,024 μg/ml as determined in 96-well plates by the microbroth dilution procedure (3).

Analysis of E. coli ribosomes. Cells were grown at either 25 or 37°C in 200 ml 2xYT medium (46) until the A600 reached 0.2. At this point, either erythromycin (final concentration, 100 μg/ml) or chloramphenicol (final concentration, 7 μg/ml) was added; no antibiotic was added to the control culture. The cultures were then incubated for a further 2 h or 1 h at 25 or 37°C, respectively. The cells were collected by centrifugation in a Sorvall GS-3 rotor at 4,000 rpm and 4°C for 10 min and were resuspended in 1 ml lysis buffer (60 mM KCl, 60 mM NH4Cl, 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 6 mM MgCl2, 6 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 16% sucrose); lysosome and DNase I (Amresco, GE Healthcare) were added to final concentrations of 1 μg/ml and 20 U/ml, respectively. The cells were incubated for 15 min at ~70°C and then thawed in ice-cold water for 30 min. The freeze-thaw cycle was repeated twice, followed by centrifugation at 13,000 × g for 4°C for 20 min. The supernatant was diluted twofold with buffer D (60 mM KCl, 60 mM NH4Cl, 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 12 mM MgCl2, 6 mM β-mercaptoethanol). Lysate (2 ml) was first loaded onto a 30-ml, 10 to 25% (wt/wt) sucrose gradient in 12 ml buffer D, and 1 ml 5 M guanidinium thiocyanate–4% Triton X-100 was added, followed by vortexing for 20 min at room temperature. An SiO2 suspension (25 μl, 50%) in distilled water (7) was added, followed by shaking for 10 min at room temperature. The silica was precipitated by centrifugation at 3,000 × g for 1 min.

The ribosome is a target for many medically important antibiotics (42, 56, 63). These drugs bind to either the small or the large subunit and inhibit essential ribosome functions: decoding, peptidyl transfer, transit of the nascent peptide chain, or activation of ribosome-associated GTPases. In addition, antibiotics cause many physiological changes; for example, they induce stress response pathways and alter gene expression patterns in other ways (23, 25, 45, 60).

One of the known “side effects” of ribosome-targeting antibiotics is inhibition of ribosome assembly. This effect was originally described for chloramphenicol: defective particles sedimenting more slowly than mature ribosomal subunits were observed in cells treated with this drug (19, 29). Such particles contain precursor forms of rRNA and an incomplete set of ribosomal proteins (1, 53). During chloramphenicol treatment, ribosomal proteins are produced in nonstoichiometric amounts (20). In addition, the equilibrium between the production of rRNA and ribosomal proteins is upset, and rRNA is expressed in excess (30, 37, 49). It has been proposed that this unbalanced synthesis of components is responsible for the chloramphenicol-induced defects in ribosomal assembly (21).

More recently, Champney and colleagues suggested that several other inhibitors of protein synthesis stall the assembly of ribosomal subunits by binding to the respective precursor particles. The drugs proposed to have such an effect included macrolides and ketolides (10, 11, 15, 35, 59), streptogramin B (16), lincosamides (16), aminoglycosides (36), everninimic (14), linezolid (12), and pleuromutilins (13). However, the indirect mechanism of assembly inhibition cannot be excluded for any of these drugs.
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The precipitate was washed with 1 ml 5 M guanidinium thiocyanate, followed by a wash with 1 ml 50% ethanol. The RNA was eluted by incubating the silica in water for 5 min at 55°C. Centrifugation was used to precipitate the silica during the washing and elution steps. Samples were stored at −20°C.

Reverse transcription from primers GTTTGGGGTACGATTTGATG and GCCACGTCATCTGTAAG was used to map the 5′ ends of 23S and 16S rRNA, respectively (31, 32).

For dot blot analysis, purified RNA was denatured by addition of formamide (20 μl), formaldehyde (6 μl), and 4 μl of buffer DB (0.2 M morpholinopropane-sulfonic acid [MOPS; pH 7], 20 mM sodium acetate, 10 mM EDTA [pH 8]), followed by incubation at 65°C for 5 min. The samples were cooled on ice, and an equal volume of 20× SSC (3 M NaCl plus 0.3 M sodium acetate) was added. For every gradient profile, 0.2 pmol of 23S RNA from the 50S fraction was used per sample. Equal volumes from the other gradient fractions were used to prepare the RNA for dot blotting. Samples were applied to a Hybond N+ (Amersham) membrane using a vacuum blotter, followed by UV cross-linking.

The oligonucleotides used for primer extension (see above) were 5′-end-labeled with 32P and used for hybridization. Prehybridization was performed for 4 h at 50°C in 6× SSC, 5× Denhardt’s solution, 0.5% (wt/vol) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and 100 μg/ml salmon sperm DNA (46). Labeled probes were added, followed by hybridization for 12 h at 50°C. The filters were washed at 50°C for 5 min in 2× SSC–0.1% SDS (wt/vol) and for 10 min in 1× SSC–0.1% SDS, followed by autoradiography.

Peptide-mediated erythromycin resistance. E. coli cells containing plasmids coding for an erythromycin resistance peptide (sequence MRLVF) (57) or a control peptide (MNAIK) (61) were grown at 37°C in 50 ml 2× YT medium (46) until the $A_{600}$ was 0.1. At this point, synthesis of the peptide was induced by adding isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 1 mM. When the $A_{600}$ reached 0.2, the cultures were divided into two 70-ml aliquots. One sample received erythromycin to a final concentration of 50 μg/ml, and the second was grown under the same conditions but without erythromycin. One hour after the addition of erythromycin, the cells were collected and lysed, and the radioactivity incorporated was measured by scintillation counting. As a starting point, we tested the previously described effects of chloramphenicol and erythromycin by analyzing the ribosomes obtained from antibiotic-treated cells by sucrose gradient centrifugation. The drugs were used at concentrations causing similar levels of growth inhibition (after 8 h of growth, the optical density of the culture fell to 70% of that of the untreated control). Particles with sedimentation characteristics different from those of mature subunits accumulated in response to treatment with either of the antibiotics (Fig. 1). These more slowly sedimenting particles indicate ribosomal assembly defects. We reproducibly observed that the defective particles accumulating in response to erythromycin sedimented notably differently from those accumulating in response to chloramphenicol (compare Fig. 1c and e). Ribosomal assembly defects are usually more pronounced at lower growth temperatures (18, 26, 44), so we tested the effects of chloramphenicol and erythromycin at 25°C as well as at 37°C. Antibiotic-induced accumulation of several different assembly-defective particles occurred at both growth temperatures; as expected, the more slowly sedimenting particles accumulated in greater amounts at the lower temperature (Fig. 1).

With both antibiotics, we observed an accumulation of particles sedimenting more slowly than 30S. To verify the nature of these particles, we isolated RNA from the sucrose gradient fractions and hybridized it with 16S rRNA- or 23S rRNA-specific probes. As expected, 16S RNA was found in the 30S and 70S ribosomes, and 23S RNA was found in the 50S and 70S fractions, in untreated cells (Fig. 1). For cells treated with either of the antibiotics, 23S rRNA was found in the 70S and 50S fractions and also in particles sedimenting at 40S (Fig. 1), consistent with the idea that large ribosomal subunit assembly is inhibited. Particles sedimenting more slowly than 30S after treatment with both erythromycin and chloramphenicol contained 16S RNA (Fig. 1). This shows that in addition to the inhibition of large subunit assembly, both drugs cause defects in the biosynthesis of small subunits. This observation revealed that antibiotics that target the large ribosomal subunit exclusively in fact impede the assembly of both the 50S and 30S subunits.

**Effects of the antibiotics on rRNA maturation.** During the assembly of ribosomal subunits, pre-rRNA associates with proteins and undergoes several cleavage events and nucleotide modifications (28, 51, 62). rRNA processing depends on ribosome assembly (51). It is therefore expected that general inhibition of assembly will cause defects in rRNA processing. We characterized the state of 5′ end processing of 16S and 23S RNA in the antibiotic-induced assembly-defective particles.

During the assembly of the large subunit, RNase III cleaves

RESULTS

Inhibition of ribosome assembly by erythromycin and chloramphenicol. As a starting point, we tested the previously described effects of chloramphenicol and erythromycin by analyzing the ribosomes obtained from antibiotic-treated cells by sucrose gradient centrifugation. The drugs were used at concentrations causing similar levels of growth inhibition (after 8 h of growth, the optical density of the culture fell to 70% of that of the untreated control). Particles with sedimentation characteristics different from those of mature subunits accumulated in response to treatment with either of the antibiotics (Fig. 1). These more slowly sedimenting particles indicate ribosomal assembly defects. We reproducibly observed that the defective particles accumulating in response to erythromycin sedimented notably differently from those accumulating in response to chloramphenicol (compare Fig. 1c and e). Ribosomal assembly defects are usually more pronounced at lower growth temperatures (18, 26, 44), so we tested the effects of chloramphenicol and erythromycin at 25°C as well as at 37°C. Antibiotic-induced accumulation of several different assembly-defective particles occurred at both growth temperatures; as expected, the more slowly sedimenting particles accumulated in greater amounts at the lower temperature (Fig. 1).
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**Effects of the antibiotics on rRNA maturation.** During the assembly of ribosomal subunits, pre-rRNA associates with proteins and undergoes several cleavage events and nucleotide modifications (28, 51, 62). rRNA processing depends on ribosome assembly (51). It is therefore expected that general inhibition of assembly will cause defects in rRNA processing. We characterized the state of 5′ end processing of 16S and 23S RNA in the antibiotic-induced assembly-defective particles.

**During the assembly of the large subunit, RNase III cleaves**

mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS), and extracted with phenol, phenol-chloroform, and chloroform. Sodium acetate was added to 0.3 M. The RNA was ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 15 μl water.

Primer extension analysis was carried out as described previously (5) using primer Sa.L2060 (GTTAAAGCTCCACGGGGTC) and either 1.5 μl (from the 50S peak fractions) or 2.5 μl (from the 30S peak fractions) of RNA solution. The reaction products were resuspended in 8 μl formamide with loading dyes, and 1-μl samples were run on a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel was dried and exposed to a PhosphorImager screen (Molecular Dynamics). Images on the screen were scanned and analyzed using ImageQuant software.

**RESULTS**

Inhibition of ribosome assembly by erythromycin and chloramphenicol. As a starting point, we tested the previously described effects of chloramphenicol and erythromycin by analyzing the ribosomes obtained from antibiotic-treated cells by sucrose gradient centrifugation. The drugs were used at concentrations causing similar levels of growth inhibition (after 8 h of growth, the optical density of the culture fell to 70% of that of the untreated control). Particles with sedimentation characteristics different from those of mature subunits accumulated in response to treatment with either of the antibiotics (Fig. 1). These more slowly sedimenting particles indicate ribosomal assembly defects. We reproducibly observed that the defective particles accumulating in response to erythromycin sedimented notably differently from those accumulating in response to chloramphenicol (compare Fig. 1c and e). Ribosomal assembly defects are usually more pronounced at lower growth temperatures (18, 26, 44), so we tested the effects of chloramphenicol and erythromycin at 25°C as well as at 37°C. Antibiotic-induced accumulation of several different assembly-defective particles occurred at both growth temperatures; as expected, the more slowly sedimenting particles accumulated in greater amounts at the lower temperature (Fig. 1).

With both antibiotics, we observed an accumulation of particles sedimenting more slowly than 30S. To verify the nature of these particles, we isolated RNA from the sucrose gradient fractions and hybridized it with 16S rRNA- or 23S rRNA-specific probes. As expected, 16S RNA was found in the 30S and 70S ribosomes, and 23S RNA was found in the 50S and 70S fractions, in untreated cells (Fig. 1). For cells treated with either of the antibiotics, 23S rRNA was found in the 70S and 50S fractions and also in particles sedimenting at 40S (Fig. 1), consistent with the idea that large ribosomal subunit assembly is inhibited. Particles sedimenting more slowly than 30S after treatment with both erythromycin and chloramphenicol contained 16S RNA (Fig. 1). This shows that in addition to the inhibition of large subunit assembly, both drugs cause defects in the biosynthesis of small subunits. This observation revealed that antibiotics that target the large ribosomal subunit exclusively in fact impede the assembly of both the 50S and 30S subunits.

Effects of the antibiotics on rRNA maturation. During the assembly of ribosomal subunits, pre-rRNA associates with proteins and undergoes several cleavage events and nucleotide modifications (28, 51, 62). rRNA processing depends on ribosome assembly (51). It is therefore expected that general inhibition of assembly will cause defects in rRNA processing. We characterized the state of 5′ end processing of 16S and 23S RNA in the antibiotic-induced assembly-defective particles.

**During the assembly of the large subunit, RNase III cleaves**
the precursor at positions −3 and −7 (2, 8, 50) relative to the 5′ end of mature 23S rRNA, while the final maturation occurs in functional ribosomes. At 37°C, the ribosomes from untreated cells contain fully processed 23S RNA (marked in Fig. 2b as +1). Only traces of longer molecules were observed in the 50S fraction. At 25°C, processing intermediates that had been cleaved at positions −3 and −7 accumulated, indicating that processing is slower at lower growth temperatures.

FIG. 1. Sucrose gradient profiles of ribosomes isolated from untreated (a and b), erythromycin-treated (c and d), or chloramphenicol-treated (e and f) cells. The bacterial cultures were grown either at 37°C (a, c, and e) or at 25°C (b, d, and f). In panels c through f, solid lines represent profiles from antibiotic-treated cells, and profiles from untreated cells (dotted lines) are added for better comparison. Dot blot analyses of 16S and 23S rRNAs isolated from the sucrose gradient fractions are shown at the bottom of each panel.

Partially processed 23S RNA accumulated in the 30S, 40S, and 50S fractions in response to antibiotic treatment. The 5′ end of 23S rRNA was either at position −7 or position −3, as in the 50S fraction from untreated cells grown at 25°C. The fact that neither erythromycin nor chloramphenicol treatment creates new processing intermediates suggests that assembly does not follow alternative pathways creating dead-end products; rather, the normal pathway is simply slowed down. On the
other hand, quantification of the intermediates shows that the main intermediate in the untreated cells results from RNase cleavage at position -11002 3, whereas the intermediate cleaved at position -11002 7 accumulates predominantly in response to antibiotic treatment. These differences might have arisen because the different protein contents of the particles influence the specificity of the RNase. This interpretation is supported by the previous observation that RNase III cleaves protein-free pre-RNA at position -7 and RNA assembled into ribosomal subunits at position -3 (2).

Similar effects were observed for 16S RNA processing. During normal 16S processing, the first cleavage is created by RNase III at position -115 (28, 51, 52). This is followed by maturation steps creating heterogeneous 5’ ends. We observed that the processing intermediate cleaved at position -115 is present in the 30S fraction isolated from untreated cells grown at 25°C and, to a lesser extent, in cells grown at 37°C (Fig. 2). The same intermediate accumulated in the 20S and 30S fractions from the antibiotic-treated cells, indicating that neither erythromycin nor chloramphenicol treatment created 16S RNA processing patterns different from those in untreated cells but that they retarded 16S rRNA processing overall.

**Expression of erythromycin resistance peptides rescues drug-induced assembly defects.** The peptide-mediated erythromycin resistance mechanism acts in cis only upon actively translating mature ribosomes and does not influence the availability of erythromycin in the cell (33, 54). Antibiotic resistance results from the synthesis of specific small peptides (E-peptides) that promote the dissociation of erythromycin from the ribosomes synthesizing those peptides (33). This resistance mechanism should allow one to distinguish between inhibition of assembly by direct trapping of precursor particles and inhibition mediated through the general effect of the drug on protein synthesis. If E-peptide expression reverses the erythromycin-induced assembly defects, that would argue in favor of the indirect mechanism of inhibition.

To test the effects of the small peptides, we expressed one E-peptide (MRLFV) and a control peptide (MNAIK) in *E. coli*, and we examined ribosome assembly after erythromycin treatment. Without erythromycin, E-peptide synthesis causes some accumulation of precursor particles (Fig. 3). This inhibitory effect of erythromycin on assembly was relieved by E-peptide expression (Fig. 3) but not by the control peptide (data not shown). The observation that the resistance peptide can relieve assembly inhibition suggests that erythromycin inhibits ribosome synthesis through its general effect on translation rather than via binding to assembly intermediates.

As described above, we have observed that erythromycin and chloramphenicol cause rRNA processing defects. If E-peptide expression rescues the erythromycin-induced assembly defect, it is also expected that the inhibition of processing will be alleviated. We have studied the 5’ ends of 23S rRNA isolated from 50S fractions (indicated in Fig. 3). In the 50S fraction isolated from untreated cells, about 85% of the 23S rRNA was fully processed at position -11001; if the E-peptide was expressed, 60 to 70% of the RNA was fully processed (consistent with the small assembly defect in response to E-peptide expression); erythromycin treatment reduced the level of mature RNA to 30 to 40%; erythromycin treatment together with E-peptide expression led to 60 to 70% of mature 23S (data not shown). With chloramphenicol treatment, there was about 50% mature 23S rRNA in the 50S fraction, and this percentage

![FIG. 2. Primer extension analyses of the 5’ ends of 16S (a) and 23S (b) RNAs isolated from the sucrose gradient fractions. The material was isolated either from untreated cells (none) or from erythromycin (Ery)- or chloramphenicol (Cam)-treated cultures grown at either 25 or 37°C. The sequencing lanes are shown on the left.](https://example.com/fig2.png)
did not change in response to E-peptide expression (data not shown). These results show that E-peptide expression specifically alleviates the erythromycin-induced processing defect.

**Effect of erythromycin on the assembly of erythromycin-sensitive and erythromycin-resistant ribosomes in a mixed population.** If erythromycin inhibits ribosome assembly via binding to intermediates, then the assembly of the subunits carrying 23S rRNA with erythromycin resistance mutations should not be affected. If cells express a mixed population of wild-type and mutant ribosomes, direct binding of erythromycin to the intermediates is expected to slow down the assembly of wild-type but not mutant ribosomes. On the other hand, if inhibition of ribosome assembly results from the general effect of the drug on protein synthesis, the assembly of both types of ribosomes would be similarly affected. To discriminate between these scenarios, we used clinical strains of *S. aureus* carrying erythromycin resistance mutations in several copies of the RNA operons (43). We examined ribosome assembly in three such strains: UCN14 (carrying an A2058T mutation in four out of five *rrl* alleles), UCN17 (with A2058G in four out of six *rrl* alleles), and UCN18 (with A2059G in three out of five *rrl* alleles).

*S. aureus* cells were grown in the absence or presence of erythromycin and then lysed, and ribosomal subunits were analyzed in sucrose gradients (Fig. 4a). The ratio between wild-type and mutant 23S RNA in various fractions was determined by primer extension (Fig. 4e). The results of analysis of UCN18 (Fig. 4) reflect the general pattern observed for all three strains tested. Since these strains are highly resistant to erythromycin (MICs, 512 to 1,024 μg/ml), there was no significant accumulation of assembly-defective particles. Yet the 23S rRNA and 5S rRNA were observed in the 30S peak from cells grown with 128 μg/ml erythromycin (data not shown), indicating that some inhibition of ribosome assembly takes place. The experimental data plots (Fig. 4d) show no significant preferential accumulation of wild-type 23S rRNA in the fraction sedimenting more slowly than 50S. The assembly of 50S subunits carrying wild-type 23S rRNA and that of 50S subunits carrying mutant 23S rRNA were inhibited to comparable extents. This observation suggests that erythromycin does not inhibit assembly by binding to its site in the precursor particles.

**Time course of antibiotic-induced inhibition of assembly.** A study of the kinetics of inhibition might provide additional information about the mechanism involved. If the inhibition of ribosome assembly is due to the lack of ribosomal proteins, exposure to the drug would lead to the accumulation over time of particles with gradually decreasing masses and therefore gradually changing sedimentation coefficients. Alternatively, if the drug blocks one particular step in the assembly pathway, defined intermediate particles would accumulate.

To analyze the time course of inhibition of ribosome assembly by chloramphenicol and erythromycin, we profiled ribosomal particles from cells grown at 25°C for different times in the presence or absence of the drugs. The RNA was labeled with [3H]uridine for 5 min, the cells were lysed, and the ribosomal particles were analyzed by sucrose gradient centrifugation (Fig. 5a). The rate-limiting step of ribosomal subunit assembly is the final maturation step, which takes about 1 to 2 min at 37°C (32a). Completion of subunit assembly is manifested by incorporation of the newly assembled subunits into the 70S pool. Consistent with this previous report, we observed that the assembly of ribosomal subunits at 25°C in the absence of the drugs was completed during the 5-min incubation with [3H]uridine: during this short labeling period, a significant fraction of the assembled subunits was already incorporated into 70S ribosomes. Subunit assembly was completed during a further 5-min incubation (Fig. 5b). This additional incubation was performed in the presence of rifampin, which inhibits the initiation of transcription, ensuring that no new rRNA precursors are generated after the initial labeling period.

In the presence of either chloramphenicol or erythromycin, assembly was significantly retarded even when the antibiotics were added only 5 min before the [3H]uridine (Fig. 5a). With longer antibiotic treatment, broad peaks of assembly intermediates accumulated between the 50S and 20S regions of the gradient. This heterogeneity in the sizes of the defective par-

---

**FIG. 3.** Effects of resistance E-peptide expression on erythromycin-induced assembly defects. Sucrose gradient profiles of ribosomes isolated from cells containing a plasmid for E-peptide expression are shown. Addition of erythromycin (ery) or of IPTG, the inducer of E-peptide expression, is indicated.
FIG. 4. Effect of erythromycin on the assembly of sensitive and resistant ribosomes in a mixed population. *S. aureus* strain UCN18, carrying an A2059G mutation in three out of five *rrl* alleles, was grown without (left panels) or with (right panels) erythromycin. The bacteria were lysed, and ribosomal subunits were analyzed in sucrose gradients. (a) Flowthrough optical profiles of the sucrose gradient fractions. (b) Optical densities of individual gradient fractions corresponding to the 30S-to-50S gradient area used in subsequent experiments. (c) Primer extension analysis of wild-type and mutant 23S rRNA in individual gradient fractions. (d) Quantification of the gels in panels c. (e) Design of the primer extension assay.
particles agrees better with the indirect inhibition model (the drugs inhibit ribosome assembly via inhibition of ribosomal protein production and an imbalance in rRNA and ribosomal protein synthesis) than with the model that presumes drug binding to a specific assembly precursor, which would be expected to result in the accumulation of very specific assembly intermediates. Although both erythromycin and chloramphenicol caused the accumulation of assembly-defective particles, there was a slight difference between particles that accumulated after prolonged treatment with the drugs (Fig. 5, compare 10-min and 60-min time points): those that accumulated in the presence of chloramphenicol sedimented more slowly than those that accumulated in the presence of erythromycin. This difference may be attributable to differences in the inhibition of production of specific ribosomal proteins.

**DISCUSSION**

It has been shown previously that treatment of cells with protein synthesis inhibitors can lead to defects in ribosome assembly. Two alternative explanations for this phenomenon have been proposed. One model suggests that ribosomal subunit assembly is prevented because the production of ribosomal proteins is inhibited, resulting in an imbalance in the amounts of individual proteins synthesized and a lack of stoichiometry with the newly made rRNA (20, 21). The other model suggests that assembly is inhibited by antibiotic binding to precursor particles (59). Sucrose gradient centrifugation showed that radioactively labeled erythromycin cosedimented with the precursor particles (59).

In this study, we carried out experiments designed to differentiate between these two scenarios. We used erythromycin and chloramphenicol as model compounds. These drugs have been used in many previous studies of antibiotic-mediated inhibition of assembly. Both antibiotics bind to the 50S subunit (47, 58). Chloramphenicol inhibits peptide bond formation by preventing the aminoacyl-tRNA 3' end from binding in the peptidyl transferase center (47), whereas erythromycin hampers the progression of the nascent peptide chain through the ribosomal exit tunnel (34, 55, 58).

Analysis of the ribosomal particles that accumulated in the drug-treated cells revealed precursors that sedimented more slowly than either the 30S or the 50S subunit (Fig. 1). In antibiotic-treated cells, 23S RNA was present not only in 50S subunits but also in fractions sedimenting more slowly than 50S. Similarly, 16S rRNA was also present in fractions sedimenting more slowly than 30S. This result shows that chloramphenicol and erythromycin inhibit the assembly of both the
50S and 30S subunits. Because these drugs do not bind to the small ribosomal subunit, the finding supports the hypothesis that the inhibition of assembly is mediated through general interference with protein synthesis and is not caused by antibiotic binding to precursor particles.

Most conventional antibiotic resistance determinants could not be used to ascertain whether the assembly defect is caused by the inhibition of precursor particles or mature ribosomes: drug efflux pumps and antibiotic modification systems reduce the concentration of the active compound and would therefore have an effect in either case; modification of the binding site might influence drug binding to both precursors and mature particles. On the other hand, E-peptide-mediated erythromycin resistance (33, 54) involves only actively translating mature ribosomes and does not influence the availability of erythromycin in the cell. Therefore, if assembly is inhibited by direct stalling of the process caused by erythromycin binding to the precursor particles, E-peptide-mediated resistance would not relieve the drug-related assembly defects. However, our experiments showed that expression of the resistance E-peptide alleviates the inhibition of assembly (Fig. 3) and defects in 23S rRNA processing (data not shown), arguing that the assembly defects are not mediated through drug binding to intermediates.

In the mixed population of sensitive and mutant ribosomes, stalling of assembly because of drug binding to the precursor particles is expected to influence the assembly of wild-type ribosomes much more significantly than that of mutants that do not bind erythromycin. Yet our data show that in erythromycin-treated cells, the assembly of both sensitive and resistant ribosomes is affected to approximately the same extent, arguing that drug binding to precursors does not stall assembly.

Finally, if assembly were inhibited because the drug binds to precursor particles and prevents subsequent assembly steps, defined assembly intermediates should accumulate. Instead, our kinetics experiments (Fig. 5) showed the appearance of a broad assembly-intermediate peak in drug-treated cells, a result more readily compatible with the hypothesis that assembly defects result from a general inhibition of protein synthesis.

How can the inhibition of protein synthesis lead to defects in ribosome assembly? It has been reported that several inhibitors of protein synthesis, including chloramphenicol and erythromycin, strongly increase the production of rRNA (17, 22, 24, 30, 37, 41, 48, 49). This effect is likely to be caused by the decrease in protein synthesis capacity, activating feedback mechanisms for rRNA transcription (40). On the other hand, as protein synthesis is inhibited, there is less production of ribosomal proteins. As a result, the molar ratio between rRNA and ribosomal proteins will be skewed (20, 53). The excess of rRNA over ribosomal proteins would lead to an accumulation of heterogeneous particles characterized by diverse incomplete sets of ribosomal proteins (21, 38), a scenario fully compatible with our observations (Fig. 5).

In response to treatment with erythromycin or chloramphenicol, partially processed rRNA accumulates and can be detected in several sucrose gradient fractions (Fig. 2). The erythromycin- and chloramphenicol-treated samples contain the same 5′ processing intermediates as those observed in the untreated control; no new cleavage sites are observed. This indicates that antibiotic treatment does not induce completely novel assembly pathways leading to dead-end particles, in agreement with previous reports that upon removal of the drug, the precursor rRNA from the “chloramphenicol particles” is converted into normal 30S and 50S ribosomes without prior degradation (1, 24, 39).

Starting from the middle of the 1990s, Champney and co-workers have reinvestigated the antibiotic-induced ribosomal assembly defects (9, 10). They have described the assembly defects in response to many inhibitors of protein synthesis, including erythromycin. Our observations fully support the previous reports that describe erythromycin-induced assembly inhibition, although our conclusions about the mechanism differ. Usary and Champney have observed binding of radio-labeled erythromycin to precursors of the 50S subunit (59). This was interpreted in the framework of direct inhibition of assembly by the drug. However, mere binding of the drug to the precursor need not necessarily lead to the stalling of assembly. One can easily imagine that precursor particles with bound antibiotic can progress through the remaining steps of the assembly pathway. Furthermore, in assembly experiments using a cell-free system, erythromycin and other macrolide inhibitors of protein synthesis notably stimulated the assembly of the 50S subunit (27).

With both chloramphenicol and erythromycin treatment, precursors of both the large and small ribosomal subunits accumulated (Fig. 1). In contrast, in most of their experiments with several protein synthesis inhibitors acting upon the large ribosomal subunit, Champney et al. observed the accumulation only of 50S subunit precursors. However, it is noteworthy that 30S subunit assembly is inhibited by some macrolides but not others (11, 15, 35). One possible explanation is that the sucrose gradient centrifugation conditions used in those studies do not allow 30S assembly intermediates to be separated reliably from the mature subunits. Another possibility is that the 30S assembly intermediates that accumulate in the presence of some antibiotics are preferentially degraded, leading to seemingly subunit-specific assembly defects.
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